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ABSTRACT
Numerous analyses suggest the existence of various quasi-periodicities in solar activ-
ity. The power spectrum of solar activity recorded in sunspot data is dominated by
the ∼11-year quasi-periodicity, known as the Schwabe cycle. In the mid-term range
(1 month – 11 years) a pronounced variability known as a quasi-biennial oscillation
(QBO) is widely discussed. In the shorter time scale a pronounced peak, correspond-
ing to the synodic solar rotation period (∼ 27 days) is observed. Here we revisited
the mid-term solar variability in terms of statistical dynamic of fully turbulent sys-
tems, where solid arguments are required to accept an isolated dominant frequency
in a continuous (smooth) spectrum. For that, we first undertook an unbiased analysis
of the standard solar data, sunspot numbers and the F10.7 solar radioflux index, by
applying a wavelet tool, which allows one to perform a frequency-time analysis of the
signal. Considering the spectral dynamics of solar activity cycle by cycle, we showed
that no single periodicity can be separated, in a statistically significant manner, in
the specified range of periods. We examine whether a model of solar dynamo can
reproduce the mid-term oscillation pattern observed in solar data. We found that a
realistically observed spectrum can be explained if small spatial (but not temporal)
scales are effectively smoothed. This result is important because solar activity is a
global feature, although monitored via small-scale tracers like sunspots.
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1 INTRODUCTION
Cyclic solar activity is mostly presented by the dominant fa-
mous ∼11-year cycle known as the Schwabe cycle. This cycle
was discovered in the 19th century via a simple analysis of
sunspot numbers, but it is apparent also in other tracers
of solar activity. The origin of the cycle is believed to be
associated with the solar dynamo action. More specifically,
the Schwabe cycle is understood as a leading eigensolution
of solar dynamo equations. Using different magnetic tracers,
solar physicists found that the cycle is formed by propaga-
tion of a wave of quasi stationary magnetic field and that
it is in fact a 22-year magnetic cycle, which is observed as
an 11-year one because the sunspot number is insensitive to
the sign of magnetic field.
Variability of solar activity is however much more com-
plex than just the Schwabe cycle. Analyses of sunspot data
undertaken by many researchers (see for review, e.g., Hath-
away 2015; Usoskin 2017) suggested that various periods ex-
ist in solar variability. Some of these periods are longer than
the Schwabe cycle (e.g., the Gleissberg cycle with a typi-
cal timescale of about 100 years) while others are shorter.
Most discussed quasi-periodic cycles in the mid-term range
are attributed to oscillations at about two-year timescale
(e.g., Benevolenskaya 1995), called the quasi-biennial oscil-
lation (QBO). It was shown later that QBO corresponds to a
wide range of periods (0.6 – 4 years according to Bazilevskaya
et al. 2014) and behaves intermittently. QBO has also been
referred to as intermediate- or mid-term quasi-periodicities,
identified with particular spectral peaks. However, this def-
inition obviously deserves further clarification and discus-
sion. If accepted naively, it reads that the period of oscilla-
tion varies with a characteristic time, which is substantially
larger than the nominal period. This is likely a case when
the original definition is misleading, and new concepts are
required. We note that this is not solely a problem of ter-
minology, since sunspot data and their interpretation form
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a basis for solar dynamo studies, where periodicities are as-
sociated with eigen frequencies of solar dynamo.
Several physical mechanisms were proposed to explain
the QBO (e.g, Fletcher et al. 2010; Zaqarashvili et al. 2010;
Simoniello et al. 2013; Dikpati et al. 2018). Inceoglu et al.
(2019) demonstrated that, while some contemporary de-
tailed dynamo models can yield oscillations similar to the
QBO, others do not, which makes QBO a kind of test for
different dynamo models. We suggest a revised physical ex-
planation of the QBO phenomenon observed in the mid-term
range of sunspots variations.
From the point of view of large-scale dynamics, the
Sun is a very complicated magneto-hydrodynamical sys-
tem operating under large values of the control parame-
ters (Reynolds, Grashof, Hartmann numbers), in which the
largest (lowest in Fourier space) modes appear on the back-
ground of fully developed turbulent media. A similar prob-
lem of identification of quasi-stable oscillations in turbulent
systems is typical for fluid dynamics.
It is worth to note that the discovery of large-scale flow
(convective wind, see e.g., Krishnamurti & Howard 1981;
Busse 1983) in fully developed convective systems in a lab-
oratory (notably at much more moderate scales and param-
eters than solar plasma) was recognized by the community
with some skepticism. It took time to bring the study of
the dynamics of large-scale circulation in a separate topic
of Rayleigh-Be´nard convection (Ahlers et al. 2009). The
first attempts to study the temporal dynamics of large-scale
modes in a convective cell revealed a complex spectrum
with a series of peaks (Bogatyrev et al. 1980). Similar fea-
tures were detected in the space-time spectra (that is, the
temporal spectra of the isolated spatial mode) of various
turbulent hydrodynamic systems and suggested similarities
with the data on solar-related periodicities (Zimin & Frick
1988). However, attempts to obtain reliable sequences in
long-running (several weeks) laboratory experiments showed
that as soon as statistics become reliable (the sample cov-
erage greatly exceeds the characteristic times studied), the
spectra become smooth and only one dominant frequency
survives in some cases (Niemela et al. 2001; Qiu & Tong
2001; Vasiliev et al. 2016).
In this paper we suggest, based on the background of
turbulent and convection studies, that the mid-term (0.1 –
11 years) solar dynamics should be considered in term of
statistical dynamics of fully turbulent systems. Otherwise
convincing physical arguments or robust statistics are re-
quired to distinguish a dominant frequency in a continuous
spectrum.
For that, we first undertake an unbiased analysis of the
standard solar data, viz. sunspot number, considering the
spectral dynamics of solar activity cycle by cycle. The re-
sults of the analysis were verified also with the F10.7 cm
solar radioflux index. As a spectral tool we use a wavelet
analysis, which occurs helpful in studies of solar variability
(e.g., Lawrence et al. 1995; Frick et al. 1997). We then ap-
ply a simplified non-axisymmetric model of solar dynamo to
reproduce the observed spectral statistics in the mid-term
range.
2 DATA
We based our analysis on sunspot activity as quantified in
several indices. We analyzed the International total sunspot
number (ISN, v.2.0, Clette & Lefe`vre 2016), which is based
on the classical Wolf sunspot number series with correc-
tion of some apparent errors and re-calibration to Wolfer
as the reference observer. Sunspot number represents a syn-
thetic number being a combination of the weighted num-
ber of sunspot groups and the number of individual spots,
corrected for the individual observer’s quality factor. Hence-
forth it is called the SN-series. The data is available from the
SILSO database http://www.sidc.be/silso/datafiles.
We also considered the sunspot group number (no-
tated henceforth GN), which provides the number of sunspot
groups visible on the solar disc at a given time. This series
was obtained by Usoskin et al. (2016) using the active-day-
fraction method from the raw database of sunspot group ob-
servations (Vaquero et al. 2016) for the period 1749 – 1995.
This dataset is available at http://www.sidc.be/silso/
DATA/GroupNumber/GNiu_d.txt.
We also considered the sunspot area (notated hence-
forth SA) as observed by the Royal Greenwich Observatory
(RGO) for the period 1876 – 1976 and extended after 1976
by the USAF/NOAA data set scaled with the factor 1.4.
Both hemispheric and global sunspot areas were used. The
data set and its full description can be found at https:
//solarscience.msfc.nasa.gov/greenwch.shtml (see also
Hathaway 2015).
In addition, we also considered the F10.7 solar in-
dex, which is solar radio flux in the wavelength 10.7 cm
(2800 MHz) originated from the upper chromosphere / lower
corona. It forms one of the longest directly measured (in con-
trast to synthetic sunspot data) solar indices and is available
since the mid-20th century. The dataset was obtained from
the OMNIWeb data service (https://omniweb.gsfc.nasa.
gov).
We used daily data, which is the best cadence for this
type of data, but we appreciate that the sunspot’s lifetime
is longer (days – weeks for individual spots and months for
an active region), so that the results of our analysis (espe-
cially at time scales comparable with the spot lifetime) can
be determined by both the dynamo mechanism of cyclic so-
lar magnetic activity and physics of sunspot/active-region
evolution.
The time series used here are shown in Fig. 1. We note
that each data sets covers specific time intervals. As the data
sets deals with slightly different kind of tracers, normaliza-
tion is required to make the results of our analysis compara-
ble. We use the following normalizations: SN, GN and F10.7
are normalized by a factor 20.01, and SA is normalized by
226.
Solar dynamo produces two 11-year periodic activity
waves, one in each hemisphere. In principle, periodicity’s
under discussion might be associated with activity waves
in particular hemisphere. To test this option we analyse
additionally the data set for particular hemispheres sepa-
rately. All used data sets provide indication of the hemi-
sphere where a particular sunspot is located. As an example,
we show in Fig. 2 time series of sunspot area separated by
hemispheres in comparison with total data.
MNRAS 000, 1–7 (2019)
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Figure 1. Data sets used in this work: sunspot area (SA, black,
normalized by a factor 226), sunspot number (SN, blue, normal-
ized by 20.01), sunspot group number (GN, red, normalized by
20.01), the solar radio flux in the wavelength 10.7 cm (F10.7,
green, normalized by 20.01).
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Figure 2. Time series for sunspots area (SA), normalized by a
factor 226: total (black), for the North hemisphere (blue), for the
South hemisphere (red).
3 WAVELETS
Our aim is to identify quasi-periodic components in a
stochastic and noisy signal, considering that both the pe-
riod and amplitude of oscillations may vary from cycle to
cycle (Hathaway 2015). There is a suitable mathematical
tool for such an analysis known as wavelet analysis (e.g.
Mallat 2008), which is a localized version of Fourier anal-
ysis: the analyzed signal is compared with a wave packet
of various wavelengths centered at various time. Wavelets
are successfully used to analyze sunspot data since the first
study by Lawrence et al. (1995); Nesme-Ribes et al. (1995).
In general, various profiles of wave packets may be ex-
ploited, but here we use harmonic oscillations modulated by
a Gaussian envelope (the so-called Morlet wavelet),
ψ(t) = σ−1/2e−(t/σ)
2
(
eıtω − e−σ2ω2/4
)
, (1)
with ω = 2pi and σ = 1. This values provide appropriate
resolution in time and period estimates (Soon et al. 1999).
Then the wavelet transform is defined as
Wτ (t) = τ
−1
∫ t1
t0
f(t′)ψ∗
(
t− t′
τ
)
dt′, (2)
and the global wavelet spectrum (corresponding generaliza-
tion of the Fourier spectrum) is
E(τ) = τ
∫ t1
t0
|Wτ (t)|2dt. (3)
Obtaining the global wavelet spectrum (3) from the de-
composition (2), we can also perform integration over a spe-
cific time interval, say, a particular Schwabe cycle, to get the
spectral characteristic of solar activity inside this cycle only.
We stress here that this calculation requires the data being
available beyond this particular cycle because (2) formally
contains the integration over the whole database used. Hav-
ing wavelet spectra for several Schwabe cycles we can esti-
mate the standard deviation for the global wavelet spectrum
as scattering of wavelet spectra of individual cycles. Below
we separate one Schwabe cycle from the next one using the
instants at which corresponding phase of W11 (wavelet co-
efficient at τ = 11) crosses pi/2.
The standard version of wavelet analysis faces problems
dealing with gaps and edges in data set. The problem can
be partly resolved with so-called gaped wavelet algorithm
suggested for stellar cyclic activity investigations (Frick et al.
1998).
4 RESULTS OF WAVELETS ANALYSIS
First we present wavelet spectrograms in the τ -vs-t coor-
dinates, where colour corresponds to the modulus |Wτ (t)|
(Fig. 3). Two pronounced strips at τ1 ≈ 11 years and
τ2 ≈ 0.1 year can be seen, corresponds to the nominal 11-
year Schwabe cycle and the (synodic) solar rotation period,
respectively. Some isolated ’isles’ of enhanced power can be
also observed between τ1 and τ2, i.e. in the frequency/period
domain under discussion.
Global wavelet spectra (meaning integral (3) is taken
over entire length of time series) are shown in Fig. 4 and
display two significant peaks at τ1 and τ2. All solar activity
indices give very similar global spectra. We also calculated
wavelet spectra for GN excluding small (< 35µsd) sunspot
groups to verify the robustness of the spectral shape.
The highest peak in the global spectrum is quite broad
corresponds to the nominal 11-year Schwabe cycle. We note
that, since wavelets have a finite spectral resolution, they
typically yield a smooth peak even for a purely harmonic
signal, as illustrated by the dotted curve in Fig. 4 which
corresponds to a purely sinusoidal 11-year variation.
The second peak is also broad and corresponds to the
time scale of ≈ 27 days, which is the solar synodic rotation
period. This peak is formed by long-living active regions,
whose life time exceeds one solar rotation period, and thus
they can recurrently contribute to solar activity as traced
from Earth. Since new active regions are formed at different
latitudes and random longitudes, the peak appears broad.
The ability to reproduce the rotational period solar-activity
variations is tested below in the framework of a solar dynamo
model (Sect. 5).
The spectrum between these two main periodicities is
close to a power-law with the slope of about τ2/3. This is
in a accordance with findings by Plunian et al. (2009). We
note that a power-law scaling is typical for various convec-
tive or turbulent systems. It also should be verified in the
framework of dynamo modelling (see Sect. 5 below).
The timescale of τ ≈ 2 years related to the QBO (e.g.,
Bazilevskaya et al. 2014) is not pronounced in the spectra
as a separate peak. Of course, the spectrum of sunspot data
contains some power also in the QBO: Fig. 5 shows oscilla-
tions of the wavelet amplitude at the 2-year period. One can
see that the 2-year oscillations substantially vary between
different tracers, and also in time. For example, relative am-
plitudes differ by a factor of two during the last five solar
circles, when all the considered tracers are available.
Schwabe cycle is a global feature of the Sun and its con-
MNRAS 000, 1–7 (2019)
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Figure 3. Wavelet spectrograms for SA, SN, GN and F10.7 (from
top to bottom). Colours from blue to red correspond to the in-
tensity of |Wτ (t)|.
vection zone. However, solar activity is not perfectly sym-
metric between the solar isolated hemispheres. Therefore it
is useful to look for a trace of a particular periodicity in
each hemisphere separately, as well as in their combination.
Thus, we separate the SA data-set in contributions from the
Northern (N) and Southern (S) hemispheres and consider
their sum N + S, i.e. the total signal, and the difference
N −S, i.e. the excess of the sunspots area in the North over
South. Corresponding power spectral densities are shown
in Fig. 6. The spectra of separated N and S data subsets
are very similar, though a weak peak at τ ≈ 1.5 year oc-
curs in the spectrum of the north hemisphere data. The
sum N + S and difference N − S allow us to analyze the
equatorial (anti)symmetry. Since the Schwabe cycle is pro-
duced by a global process, which is symmetric, the power of
the corresponding peak in N + S spectrum is expected to
be quadrupole with respect to that of a single hemisphere,
while inN−S spectrum it would become very weak (the con-
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Figure 4. Global wavelet spectra for different tracers: SA (black),
SN (blue), GN (red) and F10.7 (green). The dashed line denotes
the slope 2/3. The dotted line denotes the response expected from
a pure 11-year sinusoidal signal.
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Figure 5. Wavelet amplitude of the 2-year periodicity (cut off the
whole wavelet spectrum) in sunspot data: SA (black), SN (blue),
GN (red) and F10.7 (green).
tributions of the North and South cancel out). In contrast,
the power of the rotation-related peak at about 27 days is
equal in both N + S and N − S series. It means that the
corresponding variability are provided by isolated (relatively
rare) long-living spots, which occur in both hemisphere inde-
pendently without correlation and equatorial symmetry. The
spectral density between 1 month and 11 years behaves sim-
ilar, supporting the conclusion that this range of frequency
is not dominated by global phenomena presented in the Sun
as a whole.
Supposing that some additional distinguished periodic-
ity exists in the solar activity spectrum one should accept
the requirement that corresponding oscillations must be pro-
nounced over few solar cycles. In this case it will be captured
by wavelet spectrum regardless of its appearance with ran-
dom phase and amplitude. Addressing this point we analyze
the spectral power density cycle by cycle, presenting in Fig. 7
the wavelet spectra for 11 isolated solar cycles, calculated
following Eq. (3), where t0 and t1 define the duration of a
given cycle. One can see, that only two peaks survive over all
cycles, while the spectral composition between them varies
from cycle to cycle, yielding no stable features. We identi-
fied local maxima in the period range from τ = 0.2 to τ = 4.
Middle panel of Fig. 7(middle) shows the relative height of
local maxima found in the individual cycle spectrum, with
respect to the nearest local minima. One can recognize two
MNRAS 000, 1–7 (2019)
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Figure 6. Wavelet spectra for SA with North (blue) and South
(red) hemispheres considered separately. Green line stands for
spectrum of S-N data while black stands for S+N data. Dashed
line corresponds to the slope 2/3.
high maxima at τ = 2 (in cycle N = 16) and τ = 2.7 (in
cycle N = 23) years. There are many others slightly less
significant maxima which are uniformly occurred in mid-
term range. We attempt to confirm it in a statistical man-
ner. Fig. 7(bottom) shows confidential internals around the
mean values obtained by averaging over all the analyzed cy-
cles. We can summarize the results of the wavelet analysis
as that the pronounced oscillations with timescales between
several months and 11 years are present in each individual
cycle. Quite naturally, however, their random contributions
yields a smooth overall spectrum. For larger τ deviations
from the simple τ2/3 relation become visible, and the differ-
ence from spectra obtained for individual Schwabe cycles be-
comes larger due to a smaller statistic. We understand it as
possible isles of intermittent nature of solar dynamo. Strong
intermittency was testified by calculating the correspond-
ing scaling exponents in Plunian et al. (2009). Perhaps, the
scale of τ ≈ 2 years can be suggested as a timescale where
intermittent effects are substantially pronounced.
5 COMPARISON WITH A SOLAR DYNAMO
MODEL
The observed power-law shape of the global wavelet spectra
in the period range from 1 month to ≈11 years (Fig. 6) calls
for an interpretation in the frameworks of a relevant dynamo
processes operating inside the Sun. Starting from the sem-
inal paper by Parker (1955), it is widely assumed that the
surface magnetic activity of the Sun is governed by the cyclic
transformation of the large-scale poloidal magnetic field into
toroidal magnetic field by means of the differential rota-
tion and the turbulent generation of the poloidal magnetic
fields from the toroidal magnetic field by the small-scale con-
vective cyclic motions. An alternative option for the latter
process is mirror asymmetry, which appears due to mag-
netic force action during sunspot emergence, the so-called
Babckok-Leighton scheme, Charbonneau (2014). Meridional
circulation also participates in the process.
The turbulent part of the dynamo process is not well un-
derstood. Direct numerical simulations, e.g., Guerrero et al.
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Figure 7. (top) Wavelet spectra for individual cycles, divided
by τ2/3 and scaled by factor 10
n−13
3 (n is the cycle number) for
better visualization. (middle) Local maxima relative to the near-
est minima vs their periods for individual cycles. (bottom) The
wavelet spectra averaged over individual Schwabe cycles (individ-
ual spectra were rescaled to be the same amplitude at 11 years
and normalized by the power law τ2/3). Gray shading depicts the
80% two-sided confidence interval. Solid and dashed lines corre-
spond to different values of wavelet parameter: σ = 1 and σ = 2,
respectively.
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(2016) and Viviani et al. (2018), can reproduce the cyclic
magnetic activity in a form of dynamo waves. However, the
properties of the dynamo wave patterns in the models are
different from the solar observations. The mean-field models
can reproduce the dynamo waves of solar magnetic activity
either as a result of magnetic flux transport due the merid-
ional circulation Charbonneau (2014) or as a result of diffu-
sive dynamo waves from the dynamo distributed over con-
vection zone (Brandenburg 2005; Pipin & Kosovichev 2011).
Those models can explain the axisymmetric components of
magnetic activity but they do not take into account effect
of the nonaxisymmetric magnetic fields which are produced
from the solar active regions emerging and decaying on the
solar surface.
Here we apply a dynamo model of Pipin & Kosovichev
(2018), which take this process into account using the non-
axisymmetric α2ω dynamo model. This model is formulated
for the non-axisymmetric 3D magnetic field on the sphere
using the shallow-water approximation (Dikpati & Gilman
2001). We use the magnetic field decomposition into toroidal
and poloidal potentials and their spectral representation via
the spherical harmonics. Following the shallow-water ap-
proximation it is assumed that the the poloidal part of the
magnetic potential is independent of the radial coordinate
and the toroidal potential is a linear function of the ra-
dius. The dynamo is driven by the differential rotation and
mirror-asymmetric convection. The effect of turbulence on
evolution of the large-scale magnetic field is parameterized
via the mean electromotive force (Krause & Ra¨dler 1980).
By construction, this model does not produce the mid-term
range oscillations. Such oscillations can be connected with
the sunspot-like activity which induces the nonaxisymmetric
magnetic field. In order to simulate the sunspot formation
and induce the nonaxisymmetric magnetic fields, the model
includes the Parker buoyancy, which produces bipolar re-
gions from the toroidal magnetic field at random latitude
and time when the magnetic field strength exceeds a critical
threshold. In this paper we roughly assume that the sunspots
production timescale is about 10 days. More details about
the model can be found in Pipin & Kosovichev (2018). The
model yields cycles with the mean period of ≈ 0.15τ∗ (τ∗
being the diffusion timescale).
Here we used data sets from the dynamo model cover-
ing a sequence of 20 dynamo cycles. We have checked that
longer simulation does not change the spectral property in
considered range of τ . The signal of magnetic activity pro-
duced by the bipolar regions can be used to detect the rota-
tional period. To compare the results of the dynamo model
with observations we calculate time series of the magnitude
of the total flux of the radial magnetic field averaged over
hemisphere (longitudinal range from 0 to pi).
Comparison between the wavelet spectra for the simu-
lated and real data is presented in Fig. 8. It is found that
with the standard formulation of the model, i.e., the same as
in (Pipin & Kosovichev 2018) the power spectrum is much
steeper (E(τ) ∼ τ2 in mid-term range) and actually takes
up the 11 years peak (see the blue line labeled ”model” in
Fig. 8). We found that short-term fluctuations of the α-effect
increase the slope of the spectrum. Next we tested the con-
cept of hyperdiffusion (∆2) for nonaxisymmetric magnetic
field. In this case the spectrum (the red line in Fig. 8) be-
comes qualitatively similar to the real solar spectrum. We
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Figure 8. Wavelet spectra for SN (black) and two simulation
runs: (blue) standard dynamo model (see, Pipin & Kosovichev
2018) and (red) this model with hyperdiffusion effect. Dashed
lines stand for the slopes 2 and 2/3. Inlet figure shows wavelet
amplitude evolution of the 2-year periodicity (similar to Fig. 5)
from data of mod+hd simulation.
note that difference between simulated (”model+hyperdiff”)
and real (”SN”) spectra is more remarkable near τ ≈ 2 years,
but it stays within confidential intervals in Fig. 7. The in-
let figure demonstrates that a signal similar to QBO can
appear even in the output of a model, which does not con-
tain such an intrinsic (quasi) periodicity. Irrespective of the
(in)correctness of the model, this implies that the QBO (or
other mid-term periodicities) can appear as a result of a ran-
dom realization and/or as an artefact of the analysis method.
It is important for our interpretation, that the dynamo
model does not contain physical mechanisms which would
lead to excitation of any other particular periodicity than
the Schwabe cycle. We manage to mimic a peak associated
with the solar rotation with special treatment of simulated
data. Results are in a good agreement with real data due to
sufficiently long-lived surface phenomena and its homoge-
neous distribution over surface. Interpretation of spectrum
between these peaks looks natural in the framework of the
model under discussion.
6 DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSIONS
Performed detailed wavelet analysis of available sunspot
data reveals only two significant periodicities in the fre-
quency/period range between weeks and decades, viz. the
solar rotation period and the Schwabe cycle. The latter can
be identified with an eigen solution of the solar dynamo,
which may be saturated by some nonlinear effects. Consid-
ering the spectral dynamics of solar activity cycle by cycle,
we showed that no particular periodicity can be identified,
in a statistically significant manner, in the specified range
of periods.
The spectrum in the range of periods between 1 month
and 11 years presumably represents various random compo-
nents of the solar dynamo system. QBO can be recognized in
some individual cycles, but the available data do not make
a basis to identify it with an eigen solution of solar dynamo.
This implies that there is no need to consider a specific mech-
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anism to explain QBO and it is sufficient to consider them as
elements of continuous spectrum typical for various turbu-
lent convective systems. By comparing the results obtained
using different data sets for solar activity, we verified that
our results are robust with respect to the choice of the data
set.
Moreover, we confirm that the spectrum in this fre-
quency range is smooth and under reliable statistics tends
to be close to the power law E(τ) ∼ τ2/3. This result is im-
portant because allows us to formulate a new criterion for
the verification of dynamo models pretending to describe
the temporal dynamics of solar activity. Such characteris-
tics (the continuity of the temporal spectrum) was never
been considered as a requirement for a dynamo model. In a
recent study, Cameron & Schu¨ssler (2019) have shown that
oscillations with periods longer than the 11-year solar cycle
appear with a overall shape of the power spectrum, which
can be well represented by a generic normal form model for a
noisy and weakly nonlinear limit cycle. This is also in favour
of the turbulent nature of the observed solar activity apart
from dominant 11-year variation.
We examine a relatively simple dynamo model to repro-
duce the temporal evolution of sunspots. In the framework
of the model, active regions are produced by the large-scale
dynamo action. In this case nonlinear interactions between
the large- and small-scale modes of magnetic field are strong.
This can explain the steeper wavelet spectrum for the stan-
dard formulation of the model. We found that a realistic
spectrum of activity-related characteristic can be obtained
if the small spatial (but not temporal) scales are smoothed.
In the model it was realized using the concept of hyperdiffu-
sion. On the Sun, the dynamo operates in the depth of the
convection zone, and the surface magnetic field represents
the decaying part of the dynamo wave. This result is impor-
tant because the solar activity is a global feature, although
recognized in small-scale tracers like sunspots. Of course, it
does not imply that this model adequately reproduces all so-
lar physics which is responsible for sunspot statistic. How-
ever the available data do not allow to prefer the specific
model over the others.
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